Selection of mutants in a microbial population depends on multiple cellular traits. In serialdilution evolution experiments, three key traits are the lag time when transitioning from starvation to growth, the exponential growth rate, and the yield (number of cells per unit resource). Here we investigate how these traits evolve in laboratory evolution experiments using a minimal model of population dynamics, where the only interaction between cells is competition for a single limiting resource. We find that the fixation probability of a beneficial mutation depends on a linear combination of its growth rate and lag time relative to its immediate ancestor, even under clonal interference. The relative selective pressure on growth rate and lag time is set by the dilution factor; a larger dilution factor favors the adaptation of growth rate over the adaptation of lag time. The model shows that yield, however, is under no direct selection. We also show how the adaptation speeds of growth and lag depend on experimental parameters and the underlying supply of mutations. Finally, we investigate the evolution of covariation between these traits across populations, which reveals that the population growth rate and lag time can evolve a nonzero correlation even if mutations have uncorrelated effects on the two traits. Altogether these results provide useful guidance to future experiments on microbial evolution.
where N 0 is the total population size and x k is the fre-94 quency of each strain k at the beginning of the growth 95 cycle. In Eq. 1 we assume the time t c is longer than 96 each strain's lag time L k . We define the selection coeffi-97 cient between each pair of strains as the change in their 98 log-ratio over the complete growth cycle [27, 28] :
where N initial i is the population size of strain i at the (a) Simplified model of microbial population growth characterized by three traits: lag time L, growth rate r, and yield Y . The total initial population size is N0 and the initial frequency of the mutant (strain 2) is x. After the whole population reaches stationary phase (time tc), the population is diluted by a factor D into fresh media, and the cycle starts again. (b) Phase diagram of selection on mutants in the space of their growth rate γ = r2/r1 − 1 and lag time ω = (L2 − L1)r1 relative to a wild-type. The slope of the diagonal line is ln D.
we derive explicit equations for the deterministic dynam-115 ics of these quantities over multiple cycles of growth for 116 an arbitrary number of strains. In the case of two strains, 117 such as a mutant and a wild-type, the selection coefficient
where γ = (r 2 − r 1 )/r 1 is the growth rate of the mu-120 tant relative to the wild-type and ω = (L 2 − L 1 )r 1 is the 121 relative lag time. The approximation is valid as long as 122 the growth rate difference between the mutant and the 123 wile-type is small, which is true for most single muta- tion with probability µ, which we set to µ = 10 −6 ; note 161 this rate is only for mutations altering growth traits, and 162 therefore it is lower than the rate of mutations anywhere 163 in the genome. We therefore generate a random waiting 164 time τ k for each strain k until the next mutation with 165 instantaneous rate µr k N k (t). When a mutation occurs, 166 the growth traits for the mutant are drawn from a dis- 
RESULTS

187
Fixation of mutations 188 We first consider the fixation statistics of new mu-189 tations in our model. In Fig. 2a 194 In contrast, the yield of fixed mutations is the same as for the fact that the mutation can arise at different times 220 in the exponential growth phase. Indeed, we see this pre-221 dicted dependence matches the simulation results for the 222 small population size of N 0 ∼ R/D = 10 3 (Fig. 2b ).
223
For larger populations, multiple beneficial mutations 224 will be present simultaneously in the population and in-225 terfere with each other, an effect known as clonal inter-226 ference [37, 38] . We find that the fixation probability of 227 a mutant in this clonal interference regime is well fit by 
where the bracket denotes an average over replicate pop-293 ulations and cycle number. In Supplementary Methods
294
we calculate the adaptation speeds of these traits in the 295 SSWM regime to be
where σ γ and σ ω are the standard deviations of the un- (Fig. 4a,b,c) , except for R = 10 8 317 where the speed of fitness increase is non-monotonic with 318 D (Fig. 4c ). The predicted adaptation speeds in Eq. 8 319 also quantitatively match the simulated trajectories in 320 the SSWM case ( Fig. 4d ,e,f); even outside of the SSWM 321 regime, the relative rate in Eq. 9 remains a good predic-322 tion at early times (Fig. S2 ). effects ω for a single fixed mutation:
, (10) where · fixed is an average over the distribution of sin- 
366
The predicted correlations in Eqs. 10 and 11 quantita-367 tively match the simulations well in the SSWM regime 368 (Fig. 5c,e ). While they are less accurate outside of the 369 SSWM regime, they nevertheless still produce the correct 370 sign of the evolved correlation ( Fig. S3a,b,c) . However, we believe more precise single-cell measurements of these 509 traits, both across large unselected mutant libraries as 510 well as evolved strains, are necessary to definitively test 511 these issues. 
